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This is a story about Peanut, a Shet-
land lamb born blind on our farm 
in 2010.

When my wife Laura and I traded in 
our suburban life style for life on a small 
farm, little did we know that sheep would 
become an integral part of our life and 
that they would teach us some amazing 
lessons.

One winter day, not long after moving 
to the farm, my curiosity got the better of 
me; I stopped in to introduce myself and 
learn a little about sheep from a neighbor 
with a flock of Shetlands. A few weeks 
later we became the owners of four Shet-
land ewes and turned them out to earn 
their keep.

There was plenty of grass and wild 
vegetation on our farm that had to be dealt 
with and it seemed to us that something 
that ate the stuff would be a better deal 
than sitting on a lawn mower.

We were geniuses: We had fun learn-
ing about worming and hoof trimming 
and vaccinating and shearing. I learned 
how to fence new pasture from my father-
in-law. It was fun and the place started to 
look like a real farm again. We added a 
few more sheep to our flock, including a 
wether and an intact ram.

That intact ram brought the end of ge-
nius status for me. We’d had no intention 
of producing any lambs. Laura wanted a 
spinners’ flock; she was interested in the 
fiber arts and I wanted lawn mowers.

Since normal Shetland breeding time 
is in the fall, I kept the ram (and the 

Blind Faith

wether for company) segregated well past 
fall assuming that the ewes would not be 
receptive. So in February of 2010, I let 
them co-mingle. Surely we were safe.

Wrong.
Fast forward to shearing time in June: 

With one of the first ewes he sheared, our 
shearer commented…“So, you’re going to 
have some very late lambs huh?”

Laura and I looked at one another…
“What do you mean?”

He replied, “This one’s pregnant and I 
think some of the others are as well.”

The barn got very quiet.
By mid-July we had eight new flock 

members. Seems the introduction of a 
new ram (whenever) can stimulate ewes to 
go into heat out of season and that new 
little ram got lucky.

Me? I got much better at fencing new 
pasture, and at banding ram lambs. …
And had the offending ram castrated. 
(Take that!).

Seeing Past The Challenge
During my morning check on the new lambs 
I noticed our ewe “Sweetie Pie” standing in 
the pasture with a brand new ewe lamb at 
her side. I got them both into a fresh barn 
stall and watched the newborn for quite a 
while; she was wobbly but standing.

Something seemed different about the 
lamb: Her mother was doing a good job of 
licking her clean and getting her to begin 
nursing. It occurred to me that she looked 
and behaved as if she were blind.

Later in the week, our vet came to check 
all the lambs and he confirmed that the 
lamb (which Laura had named “Peanut”) 
was indeed blind. His advice, as well as 
from others’, was to think seriously about 
putting her down since she would never 
have any kind of “normal” sheep life and 
would have to be confined to a barn stall.

We decided to try and see if we 
could make it work without putting her 
down. The vet had no real advice for us 
because he’d not heard of anyone trying 
to raise a blind lamb. So, we started the 
adventure.

One of the first things we noticed was that 
Peanut would not lie down. The other 
lambs followed the lead of their mothers 
and had no trouble. Could it be that lambs 
learn to lie down by watching other sheep? 
She had been on her feet for almost 24 
hours and was almost tipping over from 
exhaustion. So Laura went into the stall 
and taught Peanut how to lie down like a 
sheep, folding her forelegs down, followed 
by hindquarters. It took a few tries, but 
that did it. She was out like a light and 
slept for several hours. From that point 
on, she got it.

We also noticed the interesting way 
she carried her head and ears, which 
was much different than the others. She 
looked almost deer-like, constantly rotat-
ing her ears independently of one another 
and, at the same time, tilting her head 
back and forth. It seemed to us that she 
was compensating for the loss of vision 
by being ultra “tuned in” to her sense of 
hearing.

Peanut thrived in the confines of her 
stall. We hung a jumbo jingle-bell around 
her mom’s neck and Peanut learned to as-
sociate the bell noise with safety and food.

An early problem for the blind lamb was that 
lying down is apparently learned by sight.

Mom’s bell kept “Peanut” close. “Remember 
dear, the grass is always greener on the other 
side.”

Laura with “Peanut” and friends.

A Visionary Inquiry
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We were still concerned about how the 
rest of the flock would respond to a new 
member that obviously had a handicap. 
Nature can be pretty harsh to animals that 
are “defective.” But all was well so long 
as the ewes were attentive to their lambs. 
However, once they were weaned—which 
we let happen naturally—we had trouble.

Some took exception to Peanut being 
different and were just brutal, head-
butting her to the ground repeatedly with 
Peanut bawling to exhaustion until we 
stepped in.

Others seemed to have less of a 
problem accepting her, so we decided to 
separate the flock into two smaller flocks 
based on their personalities. That worked 
for the most part.

Still, in spite of our efforts on her 
behalf, Peanut had to learn to stand her 
ground when she was being picked on if 
she was going to be an accepted member 
of the flock.

Being novice sheep people, we really got 
a kick out of the way they sometimes frol-
icked around, chasing one another and do-
ing the “all-four-legs-in-the-air-bounce-run.” 
Experts call it “pronking” and classify it as 
a play behavior or a mechanism to throw 
off predators that may be chasing them. 
Peanut did not join in; she remained shy, 
keeping Mom very close.

Laura decided to help her along, going 
into the pasture, running and jumping 
(which got the others exuberant) and ver-
bally encouraging Peanut to join the fun. 
Slowly but surely Peanut began to join the 
mini-stampedes, even doing some pronk-
ing. She could never quite keep up with 
the others because her path was pretty 

Peanut conveys the message, “Okay, I can 
hear you.”
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meandering but she was clearly enjoying 
the run-and-jump. We would often wince 
as her flight path took her head-first into 
a tree. Ouch! Undeterred, she gathered 
herself up and tried to find the rest of 
the flock.

Keeping A Goal In Sight
Peanut began to get her bearings in the 
two pastures in which we rotate her flock’s 
grazing. She’s learned where all the ob-
stacles are and locates water by smell or 
by following along a fence line until she 
runs into the buckets that are always in 
the same place.

Sheep are not the best when it comes 
to responding when called unless you 
have treats to entice them. We have an 
apple tree just outside one of the pastures 
and most of the animals in her flock are 
voracious apple-eaters. Peanut certainly 
is. We started using apples as a lure and 
would stand a few feet away and call to her. 
Eventually she figured out that sometimes, 
if you go to those voices, you get an apple! 
We also mixed in a generous amount of 
belly and chin scratching while she ate her 
apple and now, all we have to do is call her 

name and no matter where she is in either 
pasture, she runs like a puppy to wherever 
the voice is coming from.

As for the rest of her flock, Peanut 
understands her place—and she is low girl 
on the totem pole.

She got chased away from the feeders 
in winter quite regularly but she persisted 
and snuck in for a few mouthfuls until 
one of the dominant sheep would run 
her off. While we couldn’t help but feel 
sorry for her and it was tempting to feed 
her separately, we decided to let her fight 
the battle. We really wanted to learn 
whether a blind lamb could be completely 
integrated into a flock (at least a closed 
spinners’ flock) without long-term special 
care from us.

Peanut is two years old now and I think 
we have our answer.

She never really engaged in the whole 
head-butting thing sheep do, because ei-
ther she had not seen it done or was too 
submissive. In fact, she shied away from 
all such interactions.

That has changed.
On occasion she challenges the peck-

ing order. Peanut clearly understands 

the unique scent of each of the other six 
sheep in her flock and behaves accord-
ingly, deferring to the adults for the most 
part while being quite chummy with the 
other two-year-old in that flock, as well as 
with her mom.

Even a blind sheep “looks” for proffered 
treats: “C’mon, where’s my apple?”

One day I saw Peanut grazing near the ewe 
that’s the matriarch of the bunch (which 
we call “Grandma”). Up to that point, 
Peanut would have quickly trotted away 
from that ewe, rather than risk a head-
butt. I watched this time as Peanut got a 
whiff of Grandma’s face, lined herself up 
and took the customary few steps back, 
lowered her head and gave Grandma a 
wallop. Then Peanut stood there looking 
proud of herself. That cracked me up 
because that old ewe not only tolerated it, 
but proceeded to walk back up to Peanut 
and the two just “hung out.”

These days, Peanut can dish it out as 
well as take it. At the feeders, she now 
finds her spot and holds her ground and 
the others go about their business. Peanut 
has convinced us a blind lamb can indeed 
live like a normal sheep after all. She is 
an accepted flock member; it just took 
a little patience and perseverance on her 
part and on ours.

One last note: We fully understand that 
it would be irresponsible to allow the genes 
from a blind sheep to be passed on and that, 
in a production environment, a different 
decision would have been appropriate.^


